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Go to bed with Little Dino and his mother in this playful and interactive reading
experience for parent and child.
In this adorable new addition to the bestselling finger puppet series, watch as
Little Chick hatches out of his egg and explores the springtime world. . . only to
discover exploring is always more fun with friends! Featuring a plush finger
puppet permanently attached to the book and peeka- boo holes in every page,
Little Chick gives parents and children a fun, interactive way to play and read
together.
Wiggle the cute elephant puppet and enjoy a beautiful story - with Mommy! Little
Learners Mommy and Me is an adorable board book featuring a fun finger puppet
elephant built into the story, encouraging interactive play, hand-eye coordination
and language development in your little one.
Sing and play along with your little puppet shark friend as you sing this catchy
tune. Explore with the little shark as he goes about his very big day, and see
what kinds of sharks we can be, from silly to sleepy!
When baby begins to babble a noise that sounds like 'c/k' it's time to teach them
the words that match the sound, this primer will help you along the way!
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Good Night Fish highlights swordfish, salmon, angel fish, butterfly fish, parrotfish,
clownfish, groupers, tuna, puffer fish, sawfish, sharks, flying fish, flashlight fish,
seahorses, largemouth bass, catfish, and even toothy Amazon piranhas. Put on
your snorkel and fins, it's time to dive into cool freshwater lakes, gentle rivers,
and the salty depths of oceans. Exploring the fascinating world of fish has never
been more fun or educational. This book is part of the bestselling Good Night Our
World series, which includes hundreds of titles exploring iconic locations and
exciting themes.
Meet Baby Tiger! What does Baby Tiger do when she wakes up? How does
Baby Tiger play? Follow along with this cute baby animal as it experiences its
world, from playtime to bedtime. Warm illustrations plus a comforting story about
the rhythms of a baby tiger's day make this perfect for the very youngest readers.
Zhang Heng, a brilliant inventor and advisor to the emperor, must create a device
that can determine where an earthquake took place. Can he accomplish this
impossible task in only two weeks?
A counting book depicting the colorful fish a child might see if he turned into a
fish himself.
Simple text follows a baby reindeer throughout his day, from exploring the tundra
to saying goodnight.
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Is that Little Fish hiding behind the yellow coral? No, it s stripy fish! How about
inside the shell? That s shelly fish, of course! Open up the treasure chest (hi,
crab!) and peek behind the red coral (so that s where curly whirly and twisty twirly
went off to!).
Share Peppa's day of fun in this sturdy book, featuring a soft finger puppet to
really bring the story to life.--Cover.
Babies will love the animals in this delightful touch-and-feel book. With bright tags
throughout and a large mirror on the final spread, this soft cloth book is perfect
for busy little hands!
What is Baby Llama's favorite food? Follow along with this cute baby animal as it
experiences its world, from playtime to bedtime. The simple, comforting story in
this go-to baby gift series have made it a multimillion seller. Featuring a
permanently attached plush finger puppet, this volume offers parents and
children a fun, interactive way to play and read as they build a lifelong love of
books together.
"Simple text follows a baby raccoon throughout the day, from play time to
bedtime"-The most beautiful fish in the entire ocean discovers the real value of personal
beauty and friendship.
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Kids will go crazy for these quirky books featuring lovable characters, bright and simple art,
charming rhymed text, and best of all, adorable finger puppets! Each darling book has a
permanently attached plush finger puppet and peek-a-boo holes in every page, presenting a
super-fun way for parents and children to play and read together.
The Enormous Crocodile is hungry and ready to use cunning plans and clever tricks to snap up
a snack. Just be careful that he doesn't snap up . . . YOU! A finger puppet book that really
bites, this is a laugh-out-loud book for adults and chiddlers to read together
Picture book. BOARD BOOK. Includes a soft finger puppet of Peter Rabbit which is stitched
into the book and is integral to every page. A simple counting book suitable for very young
children.
Bursting with color and charm, this finger puppet book lets babies and inquisitive toddlers
touch, feel, and explore their growing world. Newborns will love snuggling up with Baby Kitten!
Baby Kitten wakes up, purrs with mama, plays, climbs, meets a butterfly, and drifts off to
bedtime with his brother and sister. Featuring a plush finger puppet that peeks into each
lovingly illustrated page, Baby Kitten will delight infants and parents alike. • Baby Kitten's bright
and colorful cloth finger puppet is ideal for little hands to grow and engage their motor skills. •
A sweet and simple new baby gift—just the thing for baby showers and birthdays • Easy
sentences and charming illustrations make Baby Kitten a perfect bedtime story.
Recommended for fans of Kitten and friends and Baby Touch and Feel: Kittens. • Family Read
Aloud Books • Newborn and Toddler Board Books Ages 0–3 • Baby Animal Books Yu-Hsuan
Huang, also known as Smallx2, is an illustrator and artist from Taichung City, Taiwan, where
she lives with her family and cats.
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Let's play with Baby Einstein! This story features a fun finger puppet toy built into the board
book, encouraging interactive play, hand-eye coordination, and language development in your
little one. Babies and toddlers learn best when they are playing, especially when their grownups are in on the fun! Curious minds start young! Born from the belief that the future belongs to
the curious, Baby Einstein helps parents cultivate curiosity within their children and
themselves. Baby Einstein books engage curious readers with formats and content that
interests, informs, and stretches their growing minds. Collect the entire series in the Finger
Puppet Collection! This story entertains while teaching language patterns to babies and
toddlers in their first years The adorable caterpillar puppet encourages interactive play
between little ones and their grown-ups Soft plush and a rhyming story combine to provide
both tactile and verbal learning opportunities Practice hand-eye coordination while enjoying
together time Great gift for the little Baby Einstein fans in your life! Officially licensed Baby
Einstein product
Meet Baby Elephant! How does Baby Elephant greet her family? How does she cool down on
a hot day? Follow along as she experiences her world, from playtime to bedtime. Warm
illustrations plus a comforting story about the rhythms of a baby elephant’s day make this
perfect for the very youngest readers.
"Simple text follows a baby narwhal throughout the day, from playtime to bedtime"-Where does Baby Fish like to explore? Follow along with this cute baby animal as it
experiences its world, from playtime to bedtime. The simple, comforting stories in this go-to
baby gift series have made it a multi-million seller. Featuring a permanently attached plush
finger puppet, each volume offers parents and children a fun, interactive way to play and read
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as they build a lifelong love of books together.
Share your love with this huggable finger puppet book! The sweetly reassuring stories in this
brand-new series celebrate all the things a parent's arms can do for their child, from playing
games to sharing a treat and—best of all—showing their love with a hug. Adorable illustrations
and two plush finger puppet arms make for a cozy, interactive reading experience for babies
and their loved ones.
Sweet, simple rhyming text and an interactive finger puppet combine for hours of delightful
play!
Join Baby Shark as he sings with Mommy, Daddy, Grandma, and Grandpa Shark in this bright,
ocean-themed finger puppet book. - back cover
"Simple text follows a baby otter throughout the day, from playtime to bedtime"-Little Panda goes on an adventure in the jungle, but mama is always close by her cub. Short
rhyming lines in this illustrated board book tell a sweet story of youthful adventure and motherly
love.
A new title in the bestselling finger puppet series! Tiny tots can enjoy swimming among the fish
with Little Shark in this simple, comforting story. The book features a permanently attached
plush finger puppet and peek-a-boo holes in every page, giving parents and children a fun,
interactive way to play and read together.
Read and play along with this rhyming story about a bunny, its bird friends, and Easter eggs!
Filled with colorful spring illustrations and featuring a fun finger puppet toy built into the book,
this board book encourages interactive play, hand-eye coordination, and language
development in your little one. Babies and toddlers learn best when they are playing, especially
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when their grown-ups share in the fun! Collect the entire series in the Finger Puppet Collection!
This rhyming story entertains while teaching language patterns The adorable bunny finger
puppet encourages interactive play between little ones and their grown ups Soft plush and a
rhyming story combine to provide both tactile and verbal learning opportunities Practice handeye coordination while enjoying together time A must-have addition to Easter baskets and gifts!
This adorable set of two board book editions of Daywalt and Jeffers' bestselling "The Day the
Crayons Quit" and "The Day the Crayons Came Home" and two finger puppets gives young
readers an exciting new way to engage with these colorful characters. Full color. Consumable.

"MBS is the untold story of how a mysterious young prince emerged from Saudi
Arabia's sprawling royal family to overhaul the economy and society of the richest
country in the Middle East--and gather as much power as possible into his own
hands. Since his father, King Salman, ascended to the throne in 2015,
Mohammed bin Salman has leveraged his influence to restructure the kingdom's
economy, loosen its strict Islamic social codes, and confront its enemies around
the region, especially Iran. That vision won him fans at home and on Wall Street,
in Silicon Valley, in Hollywood, and at the White House, where President Trump
embraced the prince as a key player in his own vision for the Middle East. But
over time, the sheen of the visionary young reformer has become tarnished,
leaving many struggling to determine whether MBS is in fact a rising dictator
whose inexperience and rash decisions are destabilizing the world's most volatile
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region. Based on years of reporting and hundreds of interviews, MBS reveals the
machinations behind the kingdom's catastrophic military intervention in Yemen,
the bizarre detention of princes and businessmen in the Riyadh Ritz-Carlton, and
the shifting Saudi relationships with Israel and the United States. And finally, it
sheds new light on the greatest scandal of the young autocrat's rise: the brutal
killing of journalist Jamal Khashoggi by Saudi agents in Istanbul, a crime that
shook Saudi Arabia's relationship with Washington and left the world wondering
whether MBS could get away with murder. MBS is a riveting, eye-opening
account of how the young prince has wielded vast powers to reshape his
kingdom and the world around him"-Synopsis coming soon.......
Simple, rhyming text expands on the familiar nursery rhyme as Curious George
prepares for a birthday party.
A new title in the bestselling finger puppet series! Tiny tots will enjoy searching
for and burying a bone with Little Dog. This simple, comforting story features a
permanently attached plush finger puppet and peek-a-boo holes in every page,
giving parents and children a fun, interactive way to play and read together.
Meet Baby Unicorn! What does Baby Unicorn find in the enchanted forest? Is she
ready to use her healing magic? Follow along as she explores her world and
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discovers her special powers! The simple, comforting stories in this go-to baby
gift series have made it a multimillion seller. Featuring a permanently attached
plush finger puppet, each volume offers parents and children a fun, interactive
way to play and read as they build a lifelong love of books together.
What does Baby Bear eat when he's hungry? Follow along with this cute baby
animal as it experiences its world, from playtime to bedtime. This simple,
comforting story features a permanently attached plush finger puppet and peek-aboo holes in every page, giving parents and children a fun, interactive way to play
and read together.
"The Very Hungry Caterpillar is a beloved classic, and has sold 41 million copies
worldwide in 62 languages. With this board book, learn your numbers with The
Very Hungry Caterpillar and lots of animal friends. Starting off with one giraffe
and finishing with 10 gorgeous animals (including The Very Hungry Caterpillar
himself!), this is the perfect introduction to counting for very young children."
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